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CHAPTER X

XKmODUCTlON

Thar* has been an unfortunate tendency in U. 8. higher educa-

tion to regard the student as a bodiless Intellect into shorn

"learning," "knowledge," and "wisdom" are poured. Colleges have

selected their students primarily on the basis of their high school

grades and various scholastic aptitude tests, la spite of these

selection procedures, there haa been a high rate of academic mor-

tality in our colleges and universities. The following examples

serve to illustrate this attrition. There sere approximately

2,500 freshmen admitted to the University of Florida in September,

1046* Less than 1,000 (or 40%) of these freshmen graduated in

June, 1052. In September, 1932, there were 520 freshmen admitted

to the liberal arts program of Monroe Community College at Rochester,

New York. Exactly 52 Cor approximately 12%) of the original 520

graduated in June, 1954. A survey of nine senior colleges in the

University System of Georgia for the academic year of 1964 (18)

showed a freshman year attrition rate ranging from 10 percent at

Georgia Tech to 58 percent at Georgia State College (Atlanta). It

is granted that a certain number of those who did not graduate with

their classmates probably did eventually secure their degrees. How-

ever, it would appear that higher education involves a heavy toll in

In time, money, and human investment.

1
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Relative prosperity plus population growth have resulted in

larger and larger number of applicants seeking entrance to all kinds

of institutions of higher learning. The United States Office of

Education (41) has reported that in the decade frost 1055 to 1085,

enrollment in U. 8, colleges doubled - from 2.7 million to 5.0

million. The total is expected to exceed six million by 1065, to

reach 7.2 million by 1970, soul to exceed 0 million by 1075. Pro-

found shifts in science, technology, and employment practices have

made a "college education** seem Imperative to a much larger propor-

tion of the work force.

College administrators have sought many ways of screening the

growing number of applicants. Until recently, this screening pro-

cess depended primarily upon grades and measures of intellectual

aptitudes. The results were usually statistically respectable.

Academic aptitude tests have usually yielded correlations with

grades in the high .50s and low .60s. As an illustration, Piliner

(0, p. 447) cites a mean r of .55 for 24 validity coefficients ob-

tained in validation studies with the fiftUftte?. XSftlft.

Cronbach (IS, p. 110) cites a study Involving the Iowa Teste of

JtettteBHsat UTED) and 034 freshmen in six Iowa

colleges. The ITED were administered to these students when they

were in the ninth grade of high school. Their freshman grade point

averages four years later correlated with the ITED ,58. Unfortu-

nately, the validity coefficients, cited above, fall to account for,

or predict, the failure of large numbers of college students.
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In commenting mi the above situation, Chauncey and Fredrickson

(20) state: "While some improvement in prediction of college suc-

cess may come from further refinement of aptitude and achievement

measure® , it would seen that the greatest advance way corns through

a thorough exploration of personal qualities."

Chamberlin, et al (14), writing a aunary of the research an

stud&nte who were permitted to enter college after having attended

"progressive" and experimental schools, concluded that "intangible"

factors relating to personality and value system were definitely

related to academic success in college.

Holland (19) concluded that success in college can be pre-

dicted more effectively with personality measures than merely in-

tellectual measures and suggested that college achievement is the

result of a general cluster of personality and aptitude variables.

Super (37) has pointed out that the ability of intelligence

and/or academic aptitude tests to predict academic achievement In

high school is much better than their ability to predict academic

achievement in college. Super notes that the college population

represents a more homogeneous population with a smaller range of

ability. The result Is an artificial shrinkage in obtained cor-

relation coefficients where conventional intellectual measurements

are used to predict college academic achievement.

Terman and Oden (39) however, have demonstrated the fact that

high ability persons are much more likely to succeed in college then

persons of mediocre ability.
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Tiebout (40) conducted a three-year clinical study of female

students at Sarah Lawrence College. In discussing what he chose to

call the "Lossy Student Syndrome , " Tiebout observed that the able but

unsuccessful student

i

1. Shows a need to rely upon strong and immediate

motivations to start studying.

2. Shows a tendency to have interests of a transitory

nature.

3. Shows a tendency to be governed by strong hedonistic

principles.

4* Displays a deep-seated problem in learning.

Further observations by Tiebout were that his subjects dis-

played a superficial and haphazardly disorganized quality pervading

written work submitted by the students. He also observed a tendency

to glose over failures, to rationalise poor achievement, to pro-

crastinate and yet to show continued optimism about changing for the

better,

R. J. Roberts, (33) a researcher for the Rational Merit

Scholarship Corporation, studied 887 male National Merit finalists

and commended students with swales he developed to predict first

year grades and science, writing, art, music, speech, and leadership

achievement in college. Be obtained validity coefficients ranging

from ,13 to ,38 cm his scales in a cross validation with 300 addi-

tional male students. Similar results were obtained in a cross

validation with 681 female students. Roberts felt his scales were

"robust" in view of the fact that they held up when he went to a
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different-sex aa.-.ple. Roberts argued that a statistically signifi-

cant correlation of .20 ms valuable for prediction whan dealing

with academically talented students* He cited several studies

<20, 21, 31, 33) where researchers have as a result of their inves-

tigations, characterized the high grade achiever to be conforming,

feminine, lacking In dominance , timid and passive. The high

achiever is further described by these researchers as lacking poten-

tial for originality and self-control. Zn commenting on these

observations, Roberts concluded that, in his study, the high achiever

ms more likely to be less active, less social, have fewer interests

and less competent in practical matters than mere "C" students.

Nichols (31) , another investigator with the National Merit

Scholarship Corporation, found that the best predictor of college

grades, after high school rank, was a non-intellective grade scale

he assembled. This scale was derived from items in the Objective

Mftylar. Inaaategy. : and the inventory . The

resulting scale was able to predict college grades better than the

Saliggfli MjffiJjt figfegteftaftto. Quailfring Test did. In this study, the

best predictor of college grades was rank in high school class (HSR)

followed by the non-intellective grade scales and finally by apti-

tude test scores. The non-intellective scales added to the predic-

tion of grades in a regression equation including HSR and test scores.

The best predictors of extra-curricular achievement were the non-

intellective achievement scales. Nichols* sample consisted of 1,013

National Merit Finalists. The scales were cross-validated using

additional samples of 179 male and 13S female merit finalists and
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201 male and 218 female students of average ability. As in Robert’s

study, previously cited, Nichols not only used freshman grades as

criteria, but he used achievement in leadership, science, art, music,

writing, speaking, dramatics and athletics. The following items

from the Adjective Check list were found to significantly differen-

tiate the high grade achievers from the low grade achieverej high

grade achievers reported themselves as ambitious, capable, con-

scientious, dependable, efficient, helpful, methodical, modest,

patient, quiet, resourceful , self-confident, timid, well-adjusted,

and withdrawn. The low grade achievers reported themselves as

boastful, carefree, careless, cynical, disorderly, high strung.

Impulsive, irresponsible, lazy, messy, rebellious, and sophisti-

cated. Nichols reported that the items from the California

Psychological Inventory which showed significant discriminating

ability tended to support the general impression that the high grate

achiever Is more likely to be compulsive and conforming.

Shaw and Brown (35) studied able achievers and non-achievers at

Chico State College (California). These investigators found that

the pattern of "non-achievement” in their sample did not start sud-

denly in college but was present in the lower grades of school. The

only significant difference Shaw and Brown could find between

achievers and non-achievers on 4 academic indexes and three person-

ality tests was that the non-achievers were ’’characterized by an

attitude of hostility or hyper-criticalasss with respect to people

which might not necessarily be shown in overt behavior.” Shaw and

Brown concluded underachievement on the part of bright students



ia not * surface phenomenon easily modifiable, but rather is related

to the basic personality matrix of the individual. " Shaw, particu-

larly, felt through counseling with "under achievers," that these

people often have unconscious attitudes of hostility toward author-

ity figures*

In a very intensive study of 105 high school students in the

Chicago area, Lichter, et al (23), found that the distribution of

Intelligence among drop-outs was somewhat similar to the distribu-

tion of intelligence of those who remained in school. Although

low intellect could account for a large percentage of drop-outs,

there was still a large percentage that were judged impaired in

seeking an education because of Inadequately functioning person-

alities. Lichter and his associates argued for an approach to the

problem of academic failure through the dimension of personality,

rather than intellect, as such.

Brown and Holtssaan (5), using the Survey of Study Hahlte and

Attitudes <8SHA) with University of Texas undergraduates, obtained

a multiple r of .720 with grades, for men} and a multiple r of .744

with grades, for women. This study utilised a multiple correlation

of the ACC Psychological Aptitude Test and the SSHA to predict

semester grades.

Another study using multiple correlation of several variables

was undertaken by K. S. Kim (22). Be combined the SSHA with the

SfaKft XlHfiMrtaa at SStUJStA and the language section of the £C£

Aptitude Test to predict grades over a single semester.

Kim obtained a multiple r of .68 which shrank to .06 in a cross-

validation. He found all three of his instruments making useful
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contributions to his total correlation. Kinoteen percent of the

variance in his results vers contributed by the ACE t 20% by the 8SHA;

and 8% by the 8te&a 2l BftUefg . Ki« stated that further

research was needed to deternlne the extent to which non-intellectual

factors contribute to scholastic achievement.

Other researchers have used portions of the Mimesotfl MultiPhaiiil.fi

Personality Inventory (MMPI) that have appeared to have a relationship

to personality factors affecting achievement.

McQuarry (28> found 24 MMPI items that tended bo differentiate

"under ,
" "over , " and "normal" achievers. This scale proved to be

quite effective when cases were taken frost above the 40th and below

the 80th percentile of the AC£ IftfA*

Altus (3) , working with the MMPI, reported that SO items on the

instrument correlated .23 with grades in collage and that 28 items

correlated .39 with college grades. Altus drew a clinical impression

of the low achiever featuring immaturity, femininity, and social

extroversion* The feminity observationwould seem to run counter to

the observations of Roberts (31) and other*.

Gough (16), using a technique similar to Altus, developed a

Male of 38 items, 16 of which came from the MMPI, that correlated

.38 with college grades.

Malloy (27) found that the ^CB language More, plus the Life

Eaffisr.ta»p.?, Imss&sxx, plus the jLaaa PmUaft Aattmami IsmX cun*

aiderably improved the ability to predict academic success.

Recently, an attempt has been made to use a projective method
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to predict academic failure or success. Chambers developed a pro-

jective instrument using Murray’s Need-Press system (90) to weigh

values, needs, and association of values and needs In the individual.

Chambers (12) developed a drop-out vs. survivor index from a sample

of male students at a junior college in Georgia with his projective

test. Male drop-outs were matched for intelligence on the verbal

portion of the Scholastic Aptitude Test with surviving students. A

cross-validation was run using this index on a new sample of stu-

dents the following year. Chambers reports be was able to identify

the drop-out and the survivor In 90% of all cases. Chambers calls

his test the frlfijaaae B Igjai CUT), other PIT Studies

were made on samples of students at Georgia Southern College and the

University of Florida (9), Using a discriminant function technique,

Chambers, et al» was able to Identify 66% of the male drop-outs;

71% of female drop-outs; 64% of male survivors; and 71% of the female

survivors from his University of Florida sample

.

Fishman (34) in his comprehensive review of the problem of pre-

diction of college performance , raises many questions and makes

several telling points. He concedes that attempts to predict college

performance are worthwhile} "American secondary schools and colleges

frequently pursue quite separate, if not antithetical, programs."

Bence, colleges must attend to their selection procedures.

Fishman points out that there have been over 1,000 studies of

this general nature since 1920. Be challenges their theoretical

formulation and suggests that this is why they have not enjoyed more
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saltatory improvement in thoir results.

Fishman classifies studies of the problen into 0 possible

categories and then points out that 3 of these have appeared most

"practical" and have been conducted, in decreasing numbers, in the

following order:

1. Intellective predictors, only, to predict Intellective

criteria, only.

2. Non-intellective predictors, only, to predict Intellective

criteria only.

3. Both non-intellective and intellective predictors to

predict intellective criteria, only.

Fishman offers three salient criticises of studies which attempt

to predict college performance:

1. There has been too heavy reliance on Intellective criteria

rather than non-intellective criteria (perhaps the most

important outcomes of a college education are not measured

by grades). (It would seen that studies by Roberts (33)

and Nichols (32) were attempts to satisfy Fishman's

criticism)

.

2. Non-intellective predictors combined with intellective

predictors have not had notable success, hut, to quote

Fishman: "...at the empirical level the Issue is still

an open one. Perhaps all we need is the 'better person-

ality test* for which so many have been searching so long..."

Fishman argues that high school grades and aptitude and3 .
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Intelligence testa may already be saturated with

non-intellective factors and that this my explain why

multiple correlation designs using "personality" Instru-

ments do not do any better than they have*

TtofcJhrBftit. ..aati MaaAJaiiJtito-

This study attempted to investigate the suggestion of Chauncey

and Fredrickson (26), that the area of personality offers the great-

est opportunity to understand more about the dynamics of achievement.

The literature is tantalislngly replete with the promise of, and

hop© for, the "better personality test" referred to by Fishman (34).

The initial promise of Chambers* earlier studies (9, 12) with his

PIT test on Southern college students raises among other questions

s

Would this projective instrument demonstrate any ability to predict

academic survivability in an urban, Northern college where the

Need-Press might be quite different? Another question worthy of

investigation 1st The fact that studies of achievement In two

Southern colleges (Texas and L.S.U. ) showed the SSUA developed by

Brown and Holtsman (5, 22) to be making very good contributions to

the prediction process. Yet Ahinann and Glock (1, 2), in studying

student populations at Cornell, were unable to find any significant

contribution being made by the SSHA in the prediction of college

achievement. Would Ahmann and dock's results be verified on another

New York sample, this new sample being composed of somewhat different

personnel than that attending a school such as Cornell?

The global picture, that seems to emerge from the literature.
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describing both the achieving as well as the non-achieving college

student can hardly be said to be exactly flattering to either group.

Given a critical minimum of ability, such as we measure it with

today’s aptitude tests, those who become achievers are seen by cone

investigators as: ’'compulsive,” ’’feminine,” ’’timid,” ’’conforming,”

"lacking in capacity for originality and/or self control,” etc.

The non-achiever, on the other hand, is seen ast "governed by

strong hedonistic principles,” having transitory interests, a

rationalizer, ’’boastful,” ’’carefree,” "impulsive,” ’’disorderly,” etc.

One almost wonders if there can be a rather well integrated achiever,

or non-achiever, for that matter.

Murray (30) has proposed that the key to human motivation lies

in understanding the need-system of a person. Chambers maintains

that his PIT is directly formulated on the Murray thesis and pro-

vides an objectively scorable projective instrument (8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13). If college performance can be seen as a product of the

individual's motivation plus his native endowment, then it would

seem that a test such as Chambers' PIT might indeed be able to tap

some aspects of the college student which might have eluded investi-

gators in the past. Fishman (34) has pointed out that random or

deliberate changes in either the college or the student, or both,

can greatly upset any well-formulated prediction system. Neverthe-

less, the present writer believes it is technically impossible, with

our present methodology, to design a study that can account for all

the possible interactions described by Fishman. It is necessary to



make a more United approach to the problem

This research attempted to serve the following purposes!

1* To aid in reducing the margin of error in college

admissions.

2. To aid high school counselors in Identifying person-

allty characteristics likely to help or Under a high

school student seeking a college education.

3. To assist in the validation of a new type of projective

test of personality and to test the validity of &

relatively new and different kind of statistical

analysis*

4. To test the premise that instruments purporting to

measure personality, study habits and attitudes, scho-

lastic aptitude, and intelligence, can be combined,

through a multiple reregression technique, to increase

predictive validity of college achievement.

The need tor this study is shown by the high rate of academic

failure in our colleges and universities. The present remedy for

this attrition, in most colleges, is to raise entrance requirements

on the traditional scholastic indexes. But this procedure usually

results only in a more intellectually homogeneous group where mea-

sures of intelligence cease to be as effective discriminators of

college achievement. There is also the more difficult and diffuse

question of j "A college education for what , and for whoa?" Stated

another way, can college benefit the individual and society by pro-

viding its services to the person we now regard as marginal academic

material?

A new approach is needed



CHAPTER II

THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Much of the literature surveyed by the present writer suggested

that underatending and prediction of academic achievement must in-

volve a heavy consideration of individual and personal factors not

usually thought of as purely intellectual. One problem, however, is:

what personal factor8 are involved and how are they to be measured or

assessed? Studies by Roberts (33), Nichols (32), Holland (19, 20,

21), and by Shaw and Brown (35) have suggested that achievers and

non-achievers possess particular personal characteristics and imply

these characteristics can be used to Identify the achiever and non-

achiever. Chambers (9, 12) has argued that his Picture Identifica-

tion Test taps personality variables related to scholastic achieve-

ment. Chambers also maintains that the Picture Identification Test

(PIT) la based on the Need-Press concept of Murray (30). For the

above reasons, it was felt by the present writer that a validation

study of the PIT, involving prediction of college achievement, would

be a significant step at present.

Fishman (34) and other writers (31, 33) have pointed out that

college achievement also involves mors than merely grades. For

Fishman it would seem that using intellective predictors to predict

intellective criteria is to abstract from the total academic

experience to the point of rendering the phenomenon unreal and

14
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irrelevant for college advisement sod counseling.

The present writer decided to attempt the two least common of

the types of studies cited by Fishman for predicting Intellective

criteria, only. The present writer grants Fishman the cogency of

his view that non-intellectlve criteria need to be studied. However,

it was felt by the present writer that a newly organized Junior

College which had no dormitories, no "campus," and llttls focil for

extra-curricular leadership offered little opportunity to test

Fishman*s argument In favor of a design involving non-intellectlve

criteria.

The two hypotheses that follow, then, attempt to predict

Intellective criteria by using i I. a non-intellectlve predictor

,

only, and II. a combination of non-intellectlve and intellective

predictors.

1. Need-systems of achievers and non-achievers are unlike

and these need-systems can be differentiated by a pro-

jective test, the &£tKK3 Ififti'

II. The margin of error in the prediction of academic

achievement would be appreciably diminished by adding

non-intellectual factors such as those contained In the

Picture Identification Test and the Survey of Study

flateJUfl SS& Attitudes to a test of scholastic aptitude

and a conventional measure of intelligence.
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fl&flri3«4s &bM&Y£3&r&

The best index of academic achievement was considered to be the

grade point average (CPA) . GPA was chosen to measure the dependent

variable for this study, academic achievement.

The college providing the sample far this study operates on a

"four point" system whereby an "A" for a three hour semester course

merits the student 12 honor points. Dividing these points by the

semester hours of the course would yield a 4.00 for the three hours

of "A" work. A grade of "B” merits three honor point* per semester

hour; "C", two honor points per semester hour; ”D”, one honor point

per semester hour; and "F", no honor points. A 2.00 overall GPA is

thus considered to be a "C" average and the minimum for non-proba-

tionary progress toward a degree.

.tettgia.liwraf.

The Otis IQ Test was selected to measure the first independent

variable, intelligence. The Otis consists of eighty items to be

administered in a 30 minute period. Form Gamma, EM, was used (8).

2M gflilftK* Qualification Tests CQT) were selected to measure

the second independent variable, academic aptitude. The CQT are a

series of ability tests developed for use by college admissions

officers and school guidance personnel. They consist of three sec-

tions each of which yields single test scores and a composite score

for the entire battery. The tests ares Test V, considered by its

authors to measure verbal aptitude. Test £, considered by the
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authors to measure numerical aptitude. And Test £, considered by the

test authors to measure information possessed by the subject. Al-

though a timed test, this battery Is regarded as largely a power test.

The Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook credits the test authors with

constructing an excellent test which comes very close to meeting the

criteria set down by an advisory committee of psychologists and

educators (3, p. 445-446). Validity coefficients of correlation

between this test and GPA range from a low of .34 to a high of .71.

The CQT correlate with the £££ EaYSteMteffl AR&ftMi Tftgjt and

with the Sgljgoi aafl ggUfKt Ability &&& *82. In 16 out of 24 studies,

the CVT yielded a correlation with GPA greater than .50. It is inter-

esting to note that there was a pronounced tendency for this instru-

ment to yield a much higher correlation for female than male students

(6, p. 445-447).

The Instrument chosen to measure the third Independent variable

in this study, study habits and attitudes, Is the Drown and Holtaaaan

am a£ Stotsbz Mills sa& Attitudes (SSHA) (4). The 8SHA consists

of 75 items derived empirically from similar instruments and studies.

The SSHA leans more heavily on ''study attitudes'* than cm techniques

of study, or habits of study, according to the authors. The SSHA

appear* to be fairly independent of intellectual measures such as

the AC£ Emfagj. Aptitude Test , the SSHA correlating with this

instrument only .25 (5). A review from the Fifth Mental Measurements

Yearbook comments, in parts "...more milted for uncovering attitudlnal
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and motivational difficulties than any other published inventory*,. **

"...Its value far research on counseling and remedial teaching suet

not be overlooked..." <6, p.782) Research results have ranged from

very good to poor. Drown and Holtziaan (9) have secured good to

excellent results with their instrument on Texas college and high

school samples. Kim (22), at LSU, obtained results which suggested

the 8SHA was contributing considerably to the measurement of non-

intellectual factors predicting college achievement. Ahmann and

Clock (1, 2), on the other hand, had much lesa success with this

Instrument in two studies at Cornell University.

PtrjegaaU.te Eas.ter.ft

The instrument chosen to measure some aspects of personality

that were thought to be related to the question of academic achieve-

ment was the EtatWTf MeattfliBittatt last (PIT). This instrument is

a recent projective development. Based on the Murray theory of

Need-Press (30), this test presents the subject with photographs of

36 male (or if the subject is female, then 36 photographs of female)

college students between the ages of 18 and 22. The subject is

shown 6 cards with the photographs of 6 persons on each of the cards,

making the total of 36 photographs as stimuli . The subject is asked

to pick the two most-liked and the two least-liked photographs on

each of the cards. This procedure t* suits in the subject actually

picking a total of 12 most-liked and 12 least-liked photos, and the

remaining 12 are automatically placed in a neutral category. The

subject is then asked, in a second portion of the test, to identify,

through statements describing people in terms of 21 basic personality
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needs Murray has reported, the photographs which seen to match these

statements. The test is scored objectively and three types of scores

are obtained for each of the 21 needs t (a) Ability to judge a need

in self and others (Judgment Score ) ; (b) Whether a subject is posi-

tive or negative or neutral in attitude toward a need (Attitude

Score ) : and (c) The ability of the subject to associate the need

appropriately with other needs (Association Index) . A subject

receives standard scores, based on his raw score, from a college

students norm group collected by Chambers, the test author. All

scoring procedures for the PIT are objectively defined so that the

test can be scored by electronic data processing equipment. A com-

puter is employed to develop the test matrix from the raw data.

Hie PIT, as an Instrument, is an experimental device and is only

about seven years old. For these reasons, most of the early studies

performed with this instrument were validation studies. More specif-

ically these Investigations ware concurrent validity studies for the

most part. Chambers and Broussard (10) administered the PIT to 100

men diagnosed as paranoid schizophrenic and to 100 men considered

normal. They found significant differences between the need-attitudes

of these groups on the PIT. Another study by Chambers and Broussard

(11) examined the role of need-attitudes in adjustment. Alcoholic

men and chronic undifferentiated schizophrenics were found to have

somewhat different need-attitudes when compared to normals and the

paranoid schizophrenics of the previously cited study. Chambers (8)

also studied the trait Judgment of photographs in the PIT and adjust-

ment of college students. Two groups of students, one rated as well
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adjusted, and one rated as poorly adjusted, by the faculty at a

junior college, sere the subjects. The PIT was administered to both

groups. It revealed significant differences between both groups on

the PIT Judgment Score (t = 11.09 <.001).

Chambers and Lleberman (13) investigated the Variability Scale

of the PIT and found It to be differentiating among normal, neurotic,

alcoholic (male only), manic depressive, and schisophrenic samples.

In another study, Lleberman and Chambera (24) administered the PIT

to 50 men in a state prison and 50 students in a trade school. By

a technique called cluster analysis, profiles thought to be charac-

teristic of ’'prisoner*’ and "student” were derived. When the PIT was

administered to 44 additional prisoners and 44 additional students,

the profiles derived from the first group of prisoners and students

correctly classified 75% of the students and 68% of the prisoners

l).

Chambers, Barger, and Lleberman (0) studied a sample of 1,016

men and women entering the freshman class at the University of

Florida. From this sample of subjects, all of whom were administered

the PIT, 3£& S£jyx>a sa& SffMw?, X&g,.t. a study habits ques-

tionnaire , and a self-rating questionnaire , there were 316 male and

186 female drop-outs. These male and female drop-outs were paired

with an Identical number of male ami female survivors from the same

freshman class population. A combination of the above Instruments

was able to identify 71% of female drop-outs and 71% of the female

survivors
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The only known reliability study was an unpublished investi-

gation (7) Involving 37 adults. Table 1. shows the obtained

correlations between test and retest. Table 1. also serves to

Illustrate the 21 needs taken from Murray's work by Chambers for use

In the PIT. It is also worth noting that Table 1. illustrates the

6? scores yielded by the PIT. In addition to produce a Judgment, an

Attitude, and an Association Index score for each of the 21 Murray

needs, there are Sum J (sum of the judgment raw scores). Sum AI (sum

of the association index raw scores). Var (variability), and Con

(consistency) scores. The Var scores is a measure of the over-all

tendency to use affectively chosen photographs rather than neutral

ones for assigning need-descriptions. A high Con score indicates

that the subject matched needs with more liked-best than with llked-

least pictures, whereas a low Con score indicates the reverse

tendency.

The Sample

The sample for this study was selected tor homogeneity with

respect to age, sex, and type of academic program. There were

254 female freshman nursing students enrolled for the Fall term of

1964-65 at Monroe Coramuni ty College, Rochester, New York. An

attempt was made to include every female nursing student in the

freshman class in the sample. Due to the usual administrative

problems, it was not possible to test all subjects with all instru-

ments, and in some cases, early withdrawal denied even criterion

data, as well as test data, to the present writer.
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TABLE 1.—TABLE SHOWING TEST-RETEST CORRELATIONS FOR ADULT RELIABILITY
STUDY (7) <Ns37>

Need Judgment Attitude Association Index

£ £ £

Abasement .21 .38 .47

Achievement .39 .12 .21

Affiliation .36 .41 .49

Aggression .58 .19 .59

Autonomy .33 .51 .74

Blamavoidance .46 .39 .41

Counteraction .37 .64 .50

Deference .39 .37 .54

Detendance .10 .32 .62

Dominance .46 .34 .75

Exhibition .35 .15 .70

Harmavoidance .37 .24 .50

Infavoidance .30 .17 .37

Nuturance .43 .40 .43

Order .35 .02 .32

Play .50 .23 .29

Rejection .38 .63 .45
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TABLE 1 .—Continued—TABLE SHOWING TEST-RETEST CORRELATIONS FOR ADULT
RELIABILITY STUDY (7) <N=37)

Need Judgment Attitude Association Index

£ £ £

Sentience .23 .34 .58

Sex .40 e 20 .60

Succorance .49 .52 .49

Understanding .27 .32 .11

Sum J .73 Var .54 Sum AX .70

Con .08

The net sample consisted of 196 women, which is a 78.4% sample

of the freshman nursing class. These 190 students were broken down

into two sub-samples, A and B. Each sub-sample consisted of 98 stu-

dents. Assignment to each of these sub-samples was made in the

following fashions IBM cards for each subject, containing GPA data,

aa well as other information used in the study, were ordered on the

basis of grades. The entire sample was ranked from the top GPA to

the bottom one. The cards were then separated on an odd-even basis

to either an A sub-sample or a B sub-sample . The result was two

eubsamples of 93 Ss each. Each sub-sample contained 67 Sa with a

GPA of 2.00 or better, and 31 8s with a CPA below 2.00, Signifi-

cance tests were applied to determine if the sub-sample differed
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from each other in a manner that would make statistical comparisons

invalid. The t test was chosen to evaluate the data. No significant

intergroup differences were found between the sub-samples. Results

of the t tests as well as the P tests in this matter can be seen on

tables 2 and 3*

After assigning the 190 8s to two equal groups, it was discovered

that some test data were unavailable for 16 8s. Coincidentally ex-

actly half of these Ss (8) were in each of the sub-samples. The data

were analysed in this manner t (1) Data for the PIT as well as CPA

were available for the full sample of 196. Analysis of results for

Hypothesis 1, concerning the PIT alone, was performed on the complete

sample of 190. (2) Analysis to test Hypothesis II was performed,

using 0 independent variables from the four instruments, on the 180 8s

for which complete data were available. Thus, for purposes of

Hypothesis II, sub-sample A consisted of 90 8s, 00 "passing" and 30

"failing" Cases. (For the purpose of this study, any CPA 2.00 or

higher Is defined as "passing" or "achieving," any GPA below 2.00 le

defined as "falling" or "non-achieving.”) Sub-sample B was identi-

cal to sub-sample A in that it also contained 00 "passing" and 30

"failing" 8s. An N of 90 was used in the computation of all data

pertaining to Hypothesis 11, including the data in tables 2 and 3.

The college which waa the site of this study, Monroe Community

College, Rochester, New York is a newly founded (1901) unit of the

State University of New York which opened its doors in September, 1902.

The college has no dormitories. It serves a large commuter population

in the metropolitan Rochester area. The two basic divisions of the
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TABLE 3.—A TABLE OP t DERIVED FROK DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS AND
STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON DOTH SUB-SAMPLES AND ALL INSTRUMENTS

Variables Sub-Saspl* M Kean S.D. t <

A 00 1X9.57 7.36
Otis IQ

B 90 117.83 7.49
1.683 no

A 90 84.30 16.71
CQT

B 90 84.74 11.67
.1966 no

A 00 50.52 25.89
SSHA

B 90 50.67 26.47
.0127 no

A 90 4.00 1.94
Sim j

B 90 4.26 1.93
,8908 no

A 90 4.14 1.01
8m Al

B 90 4.24 2.06
.3358 no

Drop-out A 90 78.44 27.73 1.3648 no
Index

B 00 34.01 26.66

A 90 2.1914 .6977
CPA

B 90 2.2316 .6434
.1270 no
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TABLE 3.—TABLE OF F DERIVED BY COMPARING VARIANCES OF SUB-SAMPLES
A AND B ON ALL INSTRUMENTS

Variable S2 / S2

1 2
* F

a
<.05

Otis IQ 90.71/94.79 m 1.036 no

CQT 282.27/137.70 ta 2.049 <.

S3HA 708,50/077.82 ex 1.001 no

Sura J 3.SO/3.77 a 1.008 no

Sura AI 4.29/3.69 s 1.163 no

Drop-out
Index

740.43/078.90 S3 1.080 no

GPA .4922/. 4180 a 1.170 no

a Where equals the larger variance and equals the
smaller variance.

b This was the only significant F. A formula recommended
for this case (42* p. 197) mas used to compute t. The
resulting t was non-significant. The formulasW'w
The resulting t was ,1909 and is shown in table 2 as the
obtained t for sub-samples A and B cm the College

Saaii «*??)•
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college are Arte and Sciences, aimed chiefly at providing senior

college parallel work; and the Career division, aimed at providing

the myriad programs needed for technical and sub-professional fields

in the complex industrial area around Rochester.

The college provides all academic training for the nurses who

are students in three diploma schools of nursing operated by local

general hospitals. Clinical training is provided by the respective

hospital staffs. In addition, the college operates its own two

year Associate Dgree program in nursing, with the assistance of a

Kellogg Foundation grant. Academic braining for these two year

associate degree students is integrated into the program for the

students in the diploma schools. All courses taken by nurses in

both programs are identical and are taught by a common faculty*

Clinical training for the two year associate degree students is

provided in local general hospitals by the College's own nursing

faculty.

Hypothesis It Need systems of achievers and non-achievers are
unlike and these need-systems can be differen-
tiated by a projective test, the Picture

Xui*

Analysis of Hypothesis 1 is based on two methods utilized by

Lieberaan and Chambers <24, 25) In an earlier study with the PIT.

(The second of these papers is a detailed explanation of the cluster

analysis method and is attached to this dissertation as Appendix A).

The methods are outlined as follows*
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Flrat Method s All PIT results were scored by IBM machine. Each

S received 6? scores on the PIT which Included, among other scores, a

Judgment, an Attitude, and an Association Index score for each of

21 needs. Also obtained is a Sum J and a Sum AI score. These latter

two scores ere summaries of all respective raw scores obtained by a

S on Judgment end Association. All scores were converted to eight

point standard score scales ("sta-eights") . For an illustration of

the Sta-elght aee table 4.

PIT profiles of each possible pair of Ss in each sub-sample were

compared by computing the absolute differences between every pair of

8s for each of the 67 PIT scores and then summing the differences

(Sum D score). The Sum D scores far sub-sample A formed a matrix in

which the Sum D score in each cell indicated a relationship between

a pair of Ss in the matrix. Since the Sum D is the sum of the

differences between a pair of Ss, it is obvious that it would be

small for Ss with similar profiles and would increase as profiles

became more dissimilar, For the purposes of this study, all Sum D*a

in the lover 10% of the entire range of the matrix were defined as

showing ’’similarity" between So whereas Sura D*s in the upper 10% of

the range of the entire matrix were defined as showing "dissimilarity,"

A ratio of similar scores was devised so that the higher the ratio

received by the 8, the more similarities he holds with non-achieving

students, and the more dissimilarities he holds with achieving S.

In mathematical teres, the Similarity-Dissimilarity Ratio might be
SP DF

expressed as followsi R » — , where R » Sirailarity-
SF DP

Dissimilarity Ratio! SP a number of passing students with whoa a S
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has similar scores; OF = number of falling Ss with whom an 8 has

dissimilar scores; BP = number of failing Ss with whom a 8 has sim-

ilar scores; DP = number of passing Ss with whore a S has dissimilar

scores. Achievers are thus expected to have high ratios and non-

achievers are expected to have low ratios. A cutting score was

expected to classify achievers and non-achievers so that a signifi-

cant number (.05 level of confidence) of achievers would be above

the cutting score and a significant number (.03 level of confidence)

of non-achievers would be below the cutting score. Significance of

these differences was tested by the use of Chi Square.

Second Method : A second test of Hypothesis X was conducted by

the use of the cluster analysis technique. The complete details of

cluster analysis ore discussed in Appendix A of this dissertation.

A brief discussion of cluster analysis follows.

The objective of cluster analysis is to derive PIT profiles of

diffsrent "types" of achievers and non-achievers. It might be

helpful to the reader to imagine the cluster profile as an analogy

to the profile derived from an MltPl test. There are a great many

similarities between these two profiles.

A cluster then, will represent a "personality" type. Clusters

are derived on the basis of Sum D secures. Individuals can be in-

cluded in a cluster only if they have Sura D scores similar to each

other. "Similar" is here defined as being In the lowest 10% of the

Sura D range of the matrix. It might be helpful lure to again refer

to the SHIP! profile analogy. Similar Sum D scores between two or

more Ss on the PIT would give them profiles closely approximating
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each other in the same fashion that persons with very similar KMPI

profiles are often classified as having similar clinical patterns

and behavioral characteristics.

Briefly, the major rules for clustering are:

A. Subjects are contained in a cluster if, and only if, they
have similarity scores with all others in that duster.

B. A subject cannot be counted in more than one cluster.

C. When a subject does otherwise qualify, because of similar*
ity scores, for more than one cluster, the largest cluster
is the one chosen to assign the subject to.

The above rules can be represented symbolically*

Given : £ = relationship! "has a similar Sum 0 score to"

A, B, mid C a subjects in this study.

X s all other possible subjects that could be compared in
this study.

Then: AgB, A£C, and B£C ...and there is no X such that:

a3A» XgB, XSC, then...A, B, and C define a cluster.

The analysis proceeds in the following manner! since the

objective is to derive the cluster with the largest number of Ss,

the S in the achieving group who has the greatest number of similar

Sum D scores is chosen to begin the analysis. Only those subjects

who have similar Sum D scores to this subject and to each other are

retained In the first cluster. Successive, or additional clusters

are derived until no more clusters can be combined. The minimum

number of subjects to constitute a cluster is three. This process

is repeated on the falling subjects to derive clusters of failing

students.

Once the "passing" and "failing" clusters were derived from
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analysis of sub-sample A, the clusters were then used to classify

the subjects in sub-sample B as "pass” or "fail." The success of

this classifying system was evaluated by the Chi Square test.

gSflM&UP&i Methods

Hypothesis II: The margin of error in the prediction of
academic achievement would be appreciably
diminished by adding non-intellectual factors
such as those contained in the Picture

JgJBl and the Survey o£ Study

£&&£& sad Attitudes to a test of scholastic
aptitude and a conventional measure of
intelligence.

Pearson product-moment coefficients of correlation were com-

puted between CPA and each of the instruments, the PIT, Otis IQ,

CQT, and 8SHA. Pearson product-moment coefficients of correlation

were also computed for all possible intercorrelations between all

Instruments. The resultant correlation matrix formed the basis on

which the Wherry-Ooolittle method of computing multiple R was applied

in order to predict GPA from the scores of the instruments <17,

pp. 392-415) . The multiple correlation derived from sub-sample A

was cross-validated with sub-sample B. Likewise, the multiple correla-

tion derived from sub-sample B was cross validated with sub-sample A.

The cross validation was accomplished in a manner suggested by

Hosier (29). The obtained regression equation on sub-sample A was

applied to the correlation values for sub-sample B. The obtained

repression equation on sub-sample B was applied to the correlation

values from the correlation matrix of sub-sample A. Hosier termed

this method "double" cross-validation. He argued that this technique

permits a maximum use of the data available In the sample and still

permits an unbiased estimate of R.
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BEgt-atont

All the Independent variables were measured through the use of

paper-and-panei1 instruments. Hie data contained in the independent

variable instruments were collected principally during Orientation

Week of September, 1064 at Monroe Community College, Rochester, Hew

York. Some make-up sessions were held to test those who were not

present during Orientation Week. The data from the PIT were gathered

by administering the PIT during scheduled sessions early in the

semester. This data-gathering was completed by November 1, 1964.

All independent variable instruments, except for the PIT, were scored

at Monroe Community College. The PIT results were sent by mall to

the Charles L. Mix Fund, Inc . at Americus, Georgia for punching into

ISM cards and subsequent scoring.

Hie depenitent variable, academic achievement, was measured

through the use of first semester grades (GPA). These grades were

collected in February, 1966. All data were brought to the Charles L.

Mix Fund, Inc. for analysis in July, 1995.



CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

KYBBfly*J6ii3 l

Need-systems of achievers and non-achievers are unlike and
these need-systems can be differentiated by a projective test,
the pjsasna ijj8&uncfrXt°n Hii-

2M ^gUarA<af-,P^gM,^r^,ty Sa&g*

The statistical and clerical methods used to arrive at this

ratio were discussed in detail on pages 27-30 of Chapter XI.

Lieberman and Chamber)* (24 , 25) used this technique as the first of

two they employed in analysing their data on the prisoner-trade school

study. This ratio enabled them to Identify 68% of the trade school

students end prisoners correctly. Essentially, the present writer

used the same instrument and the same technique to attempt to class-

ify achievers and non-achievers in college. Before discussing the

resulting Chi Square, it is necessary to define the manner in which

the cutting score was devised. When Lieberman and Chambers used

this technique to identify Ss as either prisoner or trade school

student, they had equal sized groups and could define their cutting

score as a median point. The problem in the present study was some-

what more complicated. It will be recalled that sub-sample A, for

purposes of Hypothesis X, consisted of 98 Ss. Sixty-seven of these

Ss were "passing" end 31 were "failing" Ss. The cutting score for

this study had to reflect this proportion. For this reason, the

cutting score was chosen as that point which separated the distrl-

34
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button into two group*, 67/98 from the top ratio and 31/98 above

the lowest ratio. This point happened to be such that there were

exactly four cases with a ratio of 1.00 bracketing it. These four

cases were discarded in the computation of the Chi Square. Removal

of the four cases reduced the sine of the N to 94. A Chi Square

employing Yates' Correction was used <42, p. 106). Yates* Correc-

tion was employed to compensate for the small number of cases in

some of the cells. The resulting Chi Square was non-significant

<X^= .356, df=l). Sse table 3.

TABLE 5.—A CHI SQUARE CONTINGENCY TABLE SHOWING RESULTS OF
SIMILARITY-DISSIMILARITT RATIO (94 Ss IN GROUP A)

Pass

Actual

Fail Totals

Predicted Pass 46 19 65

Predicted Fail 18 11 29

Totals 64 30 94

2X = .356 non-significant df=l

While this technique may have some validity in discriminating be-

tween groups such as trade school students and prisoners, it does

not seem to have the power to discriminate between achievers and

non-achievers in the population investigated in this study. In

brief, the hypothesis is not supported by this analysis. This

analysis was performed on sub-sample A, only. It was not performed
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on sub-sample 8 due to the non-significant results encountered with

the first analysis.

3&® cjtofttaE

A second analysis used in testing Hypothesis X was a method

known as cluster analysis. This method was discussed cm pages

30-31 of Chapter XX.

In the present study, the sample was divided into two equal

-

sized groups of 08. The first group, sub-sample A, was used to

develop the cluster profiles and to run the Similarity-Dissimilarity

Ratio. The second group, sub-sample B, served as a reference group

on which the cluster profiles were used to predict ’’pass” or "fail."

Fourteen clusters were derived from sub-sample A for use in the

first cluster analysis of the present study. Bight were "passing"

clusters and 6 were "failing" ones. When the 98 Ss of sub-sample B

were classified as "pass" or "fail," according to the similarity of

their Sum Ds to the various cluster profiles, the resulting Chi

Square was .1272, which was non-significant (df=l) . Sixty-four

percent of the passing students were correctly classified and 42%

of the falling students were correctly classified, or 57% of the

total Ss in sub-sample B (see table 5).

TABLE 6.—A CHI SQUARE CONTINGENCY TABLE SHOWING RESULTS OF CLASS-
IFYING 98 Se IN GROUP B WITH 14 CLUSTER PROFILES

Pass
Actual

Fail Totals

Predicted Pass 43 18 61

Predicted Fail 24 13 37

Totals 67 31 98

e .1272 non-slgniflcant df-1
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An attempt was mode to eliminate tbs less productive cluster

profiles in order to raise predictive efficiency, after the fashion

of Lieberraan and Chanters (24). An inspection of the tabulated

results of the cluster predictions in the first cluster analysis,

above, showed cluster profiles 2 and 9 to be making a negative con-

tribution to prediction (see table 7). These cluster profiles were

dropped, and a second cluster analysis was run. The second cluster

analysis yielded a Chi Square of 1.583, which was also non-significant

(df=l). The second cluster analysis classified 42% of the failing

students, 73% of the passing students, and @3% of the entire 98 8s

contained in sub-sample B (see table 6).

A Pogt Hoc Analysis

To study further the possibilities of significant differences

existing in this data, four additional analyses were performed.

Because these are post hoc suggestions, they are not used to support

or refute the hypothesis. They are presented as possible explora-

tory approaches to later research. 1

3M First Post Hoc Analysis : Bach subject has a Sum D with

each of the 14 cluster profiles. If each cluster is ranked accord-

ing to how close the subject is to each cluster, then a passing

subject, by hypothesis, should be closer to a cluster profile of

passing students than to one of failing students. And conversely,

failing students should be farther away from the cluster profiles

which characterise passing students than they ere from profiles

1
The writer Is indebted to Dr . Lewis R. Lieberraan, Director of

Research for the Charles L. Mix Fund, Inc. for suggesting these
analyses.
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TABLE 7.—A TABLE SHOWING POWER OF CLUSTER TO PREDICT PASSING AND
FAILING SUBJECTS

Passing Cluster
Number

Hits* Misses*

01 0 1

02 4 5

03 9 4

04 10 2

09 7 3

00 2 0

0? S 0

06 4 3

Failing Cluster
Number

09 2 9

10 2 3

11 3 7

12 4 1

13 0 1

14 2 3

*A ’*hit** is defined as a correct prediction by a cluster. A
"ala*" is defined as an incorrect prediction by a cluster.
It was determined, on an arbitrary basis, to discard the
poorest performing passing and falling cluster for the second
chi square (see table 6) clusters! 02 and 09 met this
requirement and sere discarded.
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TABLE 8.—A CHI SQUARE CONTINGENCY TABLE SIRXfXNG RESULTS OF
CLASSIFYING 98 SUBJECT IN GROUP B WITH 12 CLUSTER PROFILES

Pass
Actual

Fall Totals

Predicted Pass 49 18 07

Predicted Fail 18 13 31

Totals 07 31 93

X2 a 1.583 non-significant dfal

which characterize failing student*. Earlier, a computer had been

programmed to take each S»s Sum D score and compare it with each of

the 14 cluster profiles. The computer then reported the cluster

profiles each S was closest to so that each of the cluster profiles

was ordered for each S. Distribution curves for both passing Ss and

falling Ss were tabulated. These curves showed how both groups

ranked with respect to the first seven cluster profiles. The first

seven cluster profiles were used instead of all 14 because this

would avoid a situation where all subjects would have an equal acore

of 8. Using all 14 clusters would have created a possible situation

where all Ss would have had an equal score of similarity to cluster.

By taking the first seven clusters (all of which were '’passing”

clusters), the null hypothesis could be tested. The mean for the

passing Ss was 4.7 and the mean for the falling 6s was 4.3. An F

test was run to check on the homogeneity of the variances of the

two groups. The resulting F was non-significant (F * 1.198; df =

60/30). A t test was run comparing the swans and variances of both
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groups, and tba resulting t was significant ( t=2.202; p< .05; df=98)

.

See table 9.

Second Post ifoc Analysis : One of the tantalizing things about

the first post hoc analysis was the possibility that the significant

t might be due to the very small variances encountered in this

analysis. Therefore, it was decided to attempt to settle this

question by another approach. If S's average Sum D with passing

clusters was smaller than S*s average Sum D with failing clusters,

then the S was classified as a "passing" student. Conversely, if a

8* average Sura D with failing clusters was smaller than their Sum 0

with passing clusters, then they were classified as "failing." This

treatment generated a 4 - fold table in which the Chi Square was

significant: (X2 = 4.834: p< .05; df=l). See table 10. In this

particular analysis, a formula for computing Chi Square without

Yates' Correction was used. 2

Third Post Hoc Analysis : The present writer attempted yet

another analysis of the PIT data, (To aid the reader in following

this analysis, assume the following hypothetical case: The subject

is the first person in the B sub-sample, hence the designation of b-oi .

)

2The writer is Indebted to Dr. Richard J. Anderson, Deportment
of Psychology, University of Florida for suggesting this treatment
without Yates' Correction. Dr. Anderson stated: "Yates' Correction
is needed for small N , true, twit for small N when the assumed count
of discrete frequencies is suspect on th® basis of continuity. As
I interpret your judgment of how close these patterns are, this is
a discrete and mutually exclusive judgment and not a breaking of a
score continuum into Intervals. Thus, I'd not use Yates' correction
on theoretical ©rounds.**

(Personal communication to the present writer, November 18, 1965)
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SAmttsr.. Jf. Sura D
Actual Ranks of
Clusters by Suit, P

Subject #&-01 (compared 01 115 9
with all 14 clusters in 02 122 12
terras of Sum 0) 03 108 7

04 110 8

05 87 2
06 130 14
07 100 4
08 102 6
09 96 1

10 117 10
11 118 11
12 99 3
13 101 5

14 127 13

It is possible to take the ranks of clusters obtained by ranking all

Ss in sub-sample B in the above fashion, and assign a weighted value

to each cluster. That cluster which had the smallest Sum 0 with a

given S was given a value of 14. the cluster with the next smallest

Sura D was given a value (or weight) of 13, and so on until all 14

clusters had been weighted for each subject. In the hypothetical

case given above, cluster 08 would be given a weight of 14, cluster

05 a weight of 13, and cluster 12 would have been given a weight of

12, etc.

Then for each 8, the values for passing clusters were added

and the values for failing clusters were added. This gave each 8 a

score (Sum of passing cluster ranks and sum of falling cluster ranks).

£ach category of Ss in sub-sample B (pass and fail) yielded a m an

and a variance. A t Test was run comparing the pass and fail Ss on

the passing clusters. The resulting t was significant (t=2.86; d£=86;

C .01).
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TABLE 10.—A CHI S^UABE COHTXNG&NCY TABLE SHOWING RESULTS OF
CLASSIFYING 98 STODEHT6 IN GROUP B ON THE BASIS OP

WEIGHTED CLUSTERS

Pass
Actual

Fall Totals

Predicted Pass 58 21 79

Predicted Full 9 10 19

Totals 67 31 96

X2 a 4.834 P<.05 df « 1

It should ha stationed that all th& post hoc analyses just

cited, including the t teat as well as the preceding Chi Square,

.toftrsfl (tfJMsgaH&R existing in the B\m Os of the 8s. In

this sense, the present writer was using an ordinal scheme of

measurement.

Fourth Post Hoc Analysis : A more powerful test of the rank-

ing approach in the third post hoc analysis would he the Mann-Whitney

U Test (30, pp= 116-127). Accordingly, the data were analysed with

the Mann-<vhitney u technique. According to Siegal (30), in computing

a Mann-Whitney U with a sample the size of sub-sample B, the distri-

bution of U rapidly approaches the distribution of Z. Therefore, the

obtained U was expressed in terms of Z, The value of Z resulting

from this particular U test was 2.34 (df»99; p <„01)

.

In discussing the 2Sann-Thi tney V test, Siegal has this to

says ‘This is one of the most powerful of the non-pararaetrie tests,

and it is a most useful alternative to the parametric t test when the
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researcher wishes to avoid the t test's assumptions, or when the

measurement in the research is weaker than Interval scaling."

(36. p. 116)

It would appear, frost the poet hoc analyses of the data, that

the clusters obtained front the Lieberman-Chambers technique do tend

to discriminate among achieving and non-achieving 8s in this sample.

(The first two cluster analyses, conducted strictly in the fashion

of the earlier Lleberoan-Chambore study (24) , jjij| support the

hypothesis.) It is suggested that future research with the PIT, in

predicting academic achievement, might find the post hoc analyses

of this study useful.

Snsttmitf II

The margin of error in the prediction of academic
achievement would be appreciably diminished by
adding non-intellectual factors such as those con-
tained in the Identification Test and the

&em 31 gjfe&t. -Habits && to a test of
scholastic aptitude and a conventional measure of
Intelligence.

In order to employ the PIT In a multiple regression analysis, it

was necessary to derive a score or value that could be used in com-

puting a multiple R.

Passing and failing 8s in both sub-sample A and B were compared

with each other on each of the 67 variables of the PIT. An examina-

tion of table 11 reveals ths following eet of conditions; a compar-

ison of mean "sta-eight" secures for passing and failing 8s showed

several which yielded significant t test results. However, whenever

a significant t test difference on sub-sample A was looked for in

sub-sample B, the significance failed to hold up. Conversely, those
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TABLE 11.—A TABLE OF t DERIVED FROM DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS AMD
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PASSING AND FAILING STUDENTS IN BOTH
SUB-SAMPLE A AND SUB-SAMPLE B ON ATTITUDE, JUDGMENT, AND

ASSOCIATION INDEX OF THE PIT.

8Mk-S^3^g..,A

Attitealg.

Variable Passing Ss Failing 6a t
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Abasement 4.0 2.07 4.9 1.81 2.07*

Achievement 4.9 2.07 4.0 1.81 1.28

Affiliation 5.0 1.81 4.6 2.14 0.60

Aggression 4.0 2.19 4.6 2.12 0.00

Autonomy 5.3 1.94 4.9 2.14 0.81

Elameavoldance 4.2 1.89 4.4 1.81 0.61

Counteraction 4,5 1.89 4.0 1.07 1.23

Deference 4.0 1.54 5.0 2.00 1.00

Defendants 4.9 1.94 4.3 2.21 1.19

Dominance 5.1 2.12 4.6 1.84 0.65

Exhibition 4.5 1.87 3.6 1.76 2.25*

Harnavoidance 4.2 2.04 4.8 2.40 1.18

Inferiority-
avoidance

4.4 1.70 5.1 1.81 1.86

Nurturance 3.0 1.84 3.9 1.04 0.95

Order 4.4 1.78 4.4 2.14 0.04

Play 4.6 1.78 4.2 1.89 1.10

Rejection 4.8 2.19 3.8 2.02 2.13*

Sentience 4.2 2.12 4.8 1.64 1.66
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TABLE 11.— Cgft&awsA

AlttltiMte

Variable Passing Ss
Mean S.D.

Falling Ss
Mean S.D.

t

Sex 4.8 1.92 4.7 2.09 0.20

Succorance 4.5 2.00 5.1 1.64 1.40

tinder*landing 3.8 1.89 4.0 2.00 0.56

Var score 4.6 1.94 4.6 1.73 0.63

Con score 4.3 1.97 3.8 1.73 1.37

•Indicates Significant t

tt=£3EElil£~ft

Variable Passing Ss
Mean 3 .3 .

Falling Sa
Mean S.D.

t

Abasement 4.3 1.94 4.9 1.78 1.32

Achievement 4.6 1.89 4.4 2.00 0.34

Affiliation 4.9 1.02 4.4 2.04 1.11

Aggression 4.3 1.78 4.2 2.04 0.30

Autonomy 3.9 1.73 4.1 2.25 0.47

Blameavoidance 4.3 1.78 3.7 2.29 1.11

Counteraction 4.4 1.64 3.9 2.25 1.09

Deference 4.3 2.02 4.1 2.04 0.48

Dafendaace 4.4 2.02 4.0 1.81 1.07
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TABLE 11. -"COSiUimSl

Judtoent

Variable Passing Ss Failing Ss t

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Dominance 4.3 2.28 4.8 1.76 1.00

Exhibition 4.1 1.73 4.4 2.52 0.63

Harmavoidance 4.3 2.00 4.7 1.70 1.00

Inferiority- 4.4 1.89 4.1 1.51 0.81
avoidance

Nurturance 3.0 2.04 4.2 2.00 0.69

Order 3.7 1.48 4.1 1.81 1.08

Play 4.5 2.09 3.8 2.00 1.51

Rejection 5.0 1.78 4.0 1.70 1.03

Sentience 4.4 1.94 4.1 2.21 1.17

Sex 4.4 1.58 4.8 1.78 1.26

Succorance 4.4 1.92 4.2 1.70 0.49

Understanding 4.4 1,87 4.1 1.48 0.71

Sun J 4.1 1,87 3.8 1.78 0.73

gMfer.BMtt3te-A

Variable Passing Ss Failing Ss t
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Abaseaent 4.5 1.94 4.7 1.84 0.62

/vchleveaent 4.3 1.67 3.0 1.84 0.85

Affiliation 4.7 1.87 4.8 1.70 0.31
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TABLE

MsaciaU9iL.laa^.

Variable Passing Se
Mean 6.D.

Failing 8s
Mean S.D.

t

Aggression 4.3 1.97 4.2 1.89 0.23

Autonomy 4.0 1.94 4.2 2.14 0.38

Blameavoldance 4.6 2.09 3.8 2.04 1.85

Counteraction 4.4 1.84 4.0 1.70 1.64

Deference 4.3 2.16 3.6 1.70 1.64

Defendance 4.2 2.23 4.0 1.81 0.43

Dominance 4,5 1.97 4.1 2.21 0.79

Exhibition 4.2 1.81 3.8 2.09 0.96

Harraavoidance 4.1 1.94 4.1 1.61 0.02

Inferiority- 4.6 1.94 4.0 2.21 1.21
avoidance

Nurturanca 4.5 2.07 3.9 1.97 1.36

Order 4.6 1.78 4.3 1.76 0.38

Play 4.5 2.14 3.5 1.84 2.30*

Rejection 5.0 1.70 4.5 2.00 1.30

Sentience 4.3 2.07 3.9 2.12 0.98

Sex 4.2 2.04 4.2 1.97 0.02

Succorance 4.2 2.09 3.6 2.21 0.92

Understanding 4.3 1.89 4.0 1.70 0.68

Sura Al 4.4 1.89 3.7 1.89 1.48

^Indicates Significant t
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Variable Passing 8s Failing Ss t

Mean 8.D. Mean S.D.

Abaseevent 3.8 2.00 4.4 1.78 1.43

Achievement 4.4 1.67 4.4 2.21 0.02

Affiliation S.O 1.70 4.7 1.70 0.79

Aggression 4.2 2.19 4.1 2.32 0.31

Autonomy 5.1 1.92 4.4 2.16 1.55

Blaaeavoidance 4.4 1.61 5.1 1.54 2.00*

Counteraction 4.6 1.92 4.1 2.34 1.14

Deference 4.7 1.94 4.3 1.67 1.15

Defendance 4.5 1.81 5.1 1.97 1.26

Dotalnance 4.2 1.84 4.8 2.00 1.25

Exhibition 4.5 1.84 4.6 2.21 0.26

Haraavoid&nce 4.4 1.92 5.3 1.61 2.39*

Inferiority-
avoidance

4.7 1.78 4.5 2.25 0.38

Hurturance 4.7 2.14 3.9 1.76 1.83

Order 4.4 2.09 4.3 2.07 0.09

Play 4.6 1.92 4.0 1.94 1.40

Rejection 3.6 2.12 3.6 1.89 0.11

Sentience 4.8 1.84 4.3 2.25 0.92

Sex 4.5 1.92 5.4 2.02 1.98
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A.ttktaata

Variable Passing Ss
Moan S.D.

Falling Ss
Mean S.D.

t

Succorance 4,7 1.76 4.5 1.84 0.29

Understanding 4.6 1.94 3.7 2.14 2.14*

Var 4.2 3.02 4.3 1.54 0.32

Con 4.0 1.92 4.3 1.64 0.57

Indicates Significant t

aifawmte..B
jt.'i&SB'eXit

Variable Passing Ss
Mean S.D.

Failing Sa
Mean S.D.

t

Abasement 4.3 1.97 4.3 2.04 0.13

Achievement 4.5 1.78 4.6 1.94 0.24

Affiliation 4.9 2,16 5.2 1.80 0.70

Aggression 4.5 1.94 3.9 1.70 1.58

Autonomy 4.4 2.04 4.1 2.21 0.50

Blameavoidance 4.4 1.73 3.7 2.17 1.59

Counteraction 4,4 1.97 4.1 1.92 0.65

Deference 3.7 1.78 4.0 1.70 0.69

Defendance 4.6 2.09 4.0 1.64 0.08

Dominance 4.9 1.92 3,8 1.78 2.71*
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Variable Passing Ss
Mean S.D.

Failing Ss
Man S.D.

t

Exhibition 4.2 1.81 4.5 2.09 0.04

Harmavoidance 4.0 1.67 4.5 2.30 0.84

Inferiori ty- 4.3 1.39 3.8 1.76 1.25
avoidance

Nurturance 4.5 1.58 4.2 2.19 0.56

Order 4.4 2.04 3.4 1.69 2.20*

Play 4.7 1.02 4.3 1.94 0.79

Rejection 5.0 2.00 4.2 1.61 1.90

Sentience 4.4 2.12 3.4 2.00 2.28*

Sex 4.4 1.76 4.6 2.04 0.48

Succorance 4.7 1.89 4.0 2.14 1.54

Understanding 4.4 1.04 4.6 2.09 0.52

Sum J 4.5 1.76 3.7 2.04 1.80

Indicates Significant t

Variable Passing Ss Failing Ss t
Mean & eC • Mean S.D.

Abasement 4.7 2.04 4.2 1.67 1.20

Achievement 3.6 1.76 4.5 2.00 1.51

Affiliation 4.6 2.00 5.2 1.84 0.86
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TABLE ll.--£aaSilBififl

MftS£.L%-U.onJ.^eS

Variable Passing Ss
Mean S.D.

Failing Ss
Mean S.D.

t

Aggression 4.3 2.07 3.5 2.12 1.74

Autonomy 4.1 2.00 3.4 1.76 1.66

Blameavoidance 4.4 2.04 4.0 1.58 0.10

Counteraction 4.2 1.78 4.1 1.76 0.20

Deference 4.4 1.00 3.4 2.00 2.56*

Detendance 4.7 2.02 3.8 2.14 1.01

Dob!nance 4.7 1.70 3.8 1.84 2.40*

Exhibition 4.8 1.58 3.0 1.73 2.24*

Haraavoldanc* 4.8 2.07 4.2 1.04 1.18

Inferiority-
avoidance

4.8 1.02 3.7 1.84 2.55*

Nur turance 4.5 2.17 3.1 1.84 0.86

Order 4.5 1.07 3.8 1.64 1.74

Play 6.0 1.81 4.6 1.84 0.00

Rejection 8.3 1.87 4.5 1.07 2.21*

Sentience 4.4 1.84 3.8 1.51 1.67

Sex 4.1 2.00 4.3 1.78 0.58

Succorance 4.0 1.78 3.6 1.54 3.53*

Understanding 4.2 1.78 3.7 2.07 1.00

Sum AZ 4.7 1.07 3.4 2.00 2.08*

Indicates Significant t
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significant differences observed between "pass" and "fail" in sub-

sample B failed to maintain their statistical significance when

compared to sub-sample A. As a specific illustration of this situ-

ation: on the variable of Attitude, three significant t tests were

observed between passing and failing Ss in sub-sample A, Abasement

( t=2.07) , Exhibition (fc=2.25>, and Rejection (fc=2.l3). An examina-

tion of that part of table 11 showing Attitude for sub-sample B

shows that none of these differences was significant. Rather, for

sub-sample B, significant differences were observed for Blameavoid-

ance (t=2.0O), Harmavoidance (ts2.30), and Understanding (t=2.C4).

None of these significant differences with sub-sample B held signi-

ficant for sub—sample A. It was decided, on the basis of these

results, to look elsewhere for a set of PIT values to use in com-

puting a multiple R.

'Cambers. Barger and Lleberman were able to show that various

factors in the PIT were making a contribution of one third of the

total D“ of their discriminant function analysis for predicting

college achievement in a University of Florida sample (9), Chambers,

et al. called their weighted combination of PIT factors a "Drop-out

Index." Based on its success in the earlier study with Florida

students, it was decided to use? this Drop-out Index in the present

study. This Drop-out Index is composed by multiplying certain fac-

tors from the PIT by constant values. The factors making up the

Drop-out Index and the constants by which these factors are multi-

plied may be seen in table 12.
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TABLE 12.—FEMALE - VARIABLES WITH HIGHEST CONTRIBUTIONS TO D
Z
FOR

SURVIVE-DROPOUT DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSES (0)

Variable Contribution to D2

SCAT V .35 <+)

SCAT Q .21 (+)

Def Att .07 <+>

Aut Att .05 (-)

Agg Att .05 <-)

Aff J .04 <+>

Aff Att .02 <+)

Sex J .02 (+)

liar J .02 <+)

Nur J .02 (+)

aHigh or positive score predicts survival
®Low or negative score predicts survival

In an earlier study of achievement at a junior college in

G orgia, Lieb&rraan and Chambers found evidence the Sum J and Sum AI

were making contributions to predicting college grades (12). In

particular, Chambers and Lieberman found that the drop-out in their

Georgia Junior college study was particularly poor in his judgment

of detendance and achievement needs. Accordingly, It was decided

to use the Sum J and Sum AI in the computation of the multiple

correlation.

Thus, the multiple regression analysis consisted of six inde-
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pendent factor*, three from the PITs a Drop-out vs. Survivor Index,

the Sum J, the Sum AIj and the Otis IQ; the SSUA; and the CQT.

Following the m thod outlined in chapter XI, a multiple correlation

for both sub-sample A and sub-sample B were computed. A regression

equation produced weights for each of the independent variables and

the resulting regression weights applied to the variables in other

sub-sample* See table 13.

TABLE 13.—A TABLE SHOWING THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION FOR
GROUPS A AND B, AND THE CROSS VALIDATION RESULT.

—goaia.A.. ..... .SraMR.fi

.367 .565

applied to sub-sample 3. Th® multiple R on aub-sample B was .565,

which shrank to .244 when applied to sub-sample A. While all the

above correlations were statistically significant, they are not of

such a magnitude as to support hypothesis II. Hypothesis II then,

cannot be considered as confirmed by the results of this analysis.
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CHAPTER XV

DISCUSSION

Hypo,thesis A

Need-systems of achievere and non-achiewrs are
unlike and tbeae need-systems cm be differen-
tiated by a projective teat, th© Picture

Xb&S»

2M §Aa»«Ux2»^^ S&.Ug»

This technique appeared to have no capacity to diaerialmate

between achievers and non-achievors in this study. Lieberemnn and

Chambers (24) in tb.-ir study of prisoners and trade school stu-

dents, were able to use this issthod, together with the cluster

analysis technique, to successfully discriminate wmg their two

comparison groups, prisoners and trade school students. In their

discussion, th.y referred to th - old saying i "birds of a feather

flock together." However, they were unable to divorce their re-

sults completely from one characteristic of their sample: The

average number of years of education for the prisoners was 10.4.

The trade school students had a a an educational level of 11.7.

because of the snail variability within th* groups, this differ-

ence of 1.2 years In average educational level was significant

statistically. Lleheman and Chambers ware unable to say whether

this difference in educational level had any effect on the PIT

results and the subsequent discrimination.

58
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In the sample used for the present study, all subjects sera

Identical In years of educational achievement. If, indeed, the

observed educational difference between prisoners and trade school

students In the Lleberaan and Chambers study were a factor in the

ability of the PIT to discriminate among then, this factor should

not have been a factor in the present study of nurses and their

achievement. Thus, it is possible that the failure of the

Similarity-Dissimilarity Ratio to discriminate between achievers

and non-achievers is due to tbs fact that the sample used la the

present study had no differences in educational level. This, of

course, raises the question of whether the PIT, in the Lleberaan

and Chambers study of prisoners and trade school students , was

measuring educational differences rather than acne kinds of per-

sonality variables.

The Cluster Ajry^y^w

This method, as with the Sirailari ty-Dissiailari ty Ratio dis-

cussed above, was taken from the Lleberaan and Chambers (24) study

of trade school students and prisoners. Similarly, it appeared

effective in discriminating between prisoners and brads school

students but it failed to discriminate among achievers and non-

achievers in the present study.

The sample characteristic discussed . above, concerning the

educational differences found in their sample by Lleberaan and

Chambers applies to this analysis as well. Lleberaan and Chambers

felt that the cluster analysis profiles offered the best means of

exposing motivational dynamics within particular social groups
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such as prisoners and trade school students. Chambers lias suggested 1

that this might hold for groups such as achievers and non-achievers

in college, as well. In discussing the results of their profile

analysis, Lleberman and Chambers had this to say:

'•It is obvious that the cluster analysis technique , as
applied in the present study, is suited to studies of other
personality groupings. Such applications might be helpful
in revealing the motivational dynamics of subtypes within
groups which are classified on the basis of rather broadly
defined symptomatic behavior , as is the case with prisoners
and with many nosological categories." (24)

Unfortunately, the successful discrimination by cluster analy-

sis observed by Lleberman and Chambers on their prisoner-trade school

student sample may have been due to the admitted difference in educa-

tional achievement rather than any personality characteristic found

in the PIT profiles. The lack of any educational achievement differ-

ences among sub-samples in the present study, together with tiur

posslbllity that educational differences were relevant to the results

obtained by Lleberman and Chambers, suggest that the unsuccessful

application of the cluster analysis technique to the present study

may be due to the fact that the Pi? is sensitive to educational

differences. A critical experiment to settle this question has yet

to be designed and executed.

Haaijati<ik£iaa aJL OMltWR Profile Pats (The Post Hoc Analyses)

Following the computation of the Similarity-Dissimilarity Ratio,

the initial cluster analyses (as per Lleberman and Chambers) , and the

computation of the multiple correlation coefficient, the present

1Personal communication to the present writer, October, 1062.
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writer performed few post hoc analyse® of the cluster data.

Two significant t tests, a significant Chi Square, and a signi-

ficant V test resulted from these attempts. One caveat which is

appropriate is to point out that all these analyses are based on an

ordinal system of measurement and thus lack the rigor of interval

or ratio scaling. However, the Mann-Whltney U test was specifically

designed to test data fitting this kind of category. In discussing

those remits, it may be helpful to borrow an analogy fro® communi-

cation theory. It would seem that tbs PIT, as an instrument, nay be

picking up something related to achieving and non-achieving behavior.

But there is too much "noise” in the system to permit unequivocal

results. It is still a reasonable, but tantalising, hypothesis that

achievers and non-achievers, as many things being as equal as we can

nake them, ere differentiated to some degree on the basis of their

needs and values, as measured by the PIT.

Given , even the hopeful results that obtained from the use of

ordinal data from the PIT, the present writer doubts that the PIT.

in its present form, is of much practical value for college student

selection. Mors research needs to be done with the PIT in order to

understand its strengths and weaknesses. In particular, the question

of the PIT's possible sensitivities to educational level needs to be

investigated. A replication of the original prisoner-trade school

study, with educational achievement controlled in the samples, would

help clear this matter up.

The positive results obtained by the use of ordinal techniques

(see this dissertation, Chapter 111, pp. 37-44) tend to suggest that
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the PIT has at least a theoretical contribution to make to the area

of predicting academic achievement. These same results also tend

to support Hypothesis 2. However, these ordinal methods yield con-

siderably transposed data which make it risky to stray too far from

the data, in teres of predicting academic achievement. Thus, the

PIT'e contribution, in this study, is theoretical rather then

practical.

H
The margin or error in the prediction of academic
achievement would be appreciably diminished by
adding non-intellectual factors such as those con-
tained in the iUmtt.tei^ga l£fiX and the

&33££ St atW!X SftfeUfi S0& A&lJMflgJg to a test of
scholastic aptitude and a conventional measure of
intelligence.

Tbs. ft&lMfi&g.

tbs results obtained from the multiple correlation analysis do

not support Hypothesis II.

A multiple correlation design to predict academic achievement

is a well established approach. Brown and Holtsmaa (6), Kim (22),

Ahmnn and Clock (1, 2), Nichols (31), and Roberts (33) are a few

of the investigators who have used this hind of design in their

attempts to predict academic achievement. The multiple correlation

results of this study are generally poorer than all of the studies

cited above.

Two possible sources of the poor performance of the multiple

correlation attack in this study might be found in the nature and

siae of the sample. Sample size in the studies cited above ranged

from 200 (22) to over 1,000 (31, 32). At the beginning of the
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present study a sample of approximately 200 was considered adequate.

Due to administrative problems beyond the control of the present

writer, the number of subjects usable for the multiple correlation

analysis actually dropped to 130. Hind-sight now seriously chal-

lenges the assumption that a sample of about 200 is adequate to

investigate this question of academic achievement.

It could be argued that the manner in which the sample was

divided into sub-samples (by odd-even assignment to either sub-sample

A or B after the subjects were ordered on the basis of grades) was

responsible for the unstable results. However, F tests and t tests

were run to see if any unusual distribution resulted and none could

be observed (see this dissertation, table 2 and 3). In spite of the

results shown in tables 2 and 3, it would appear that the sample, in

general, and sub-sample B in particular, seemed to be loaded with

test score idiosyncrasies. The result was a reversal of usual fac-

tor loadings in the regression equation for sub-sample B. Scatter-

grams were made for each sub-sample with IQ, College Qualification

ISMS (CQT) , and C|age Point Average (CPA) as variables. What the

scattergrams showed ms several cases of students with "high" XQs

making "low" grades, and vice versa. To pursue the matter of sample

ldiosyncracy further, partial correlations were computed , using a

formula from Walker and Lev, (42, p. 342). The results were as

follows)

Sub-saaale
Correlation of IQ with CPA, holding CQT constant: +.19
Correlation of CQT with GPA, holding IQ constant: +.14
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Sub-sample £
Correlation of IQ with GPA, holding CQT constants -.08
Correlation of CQT with CPA, bolding IQ constant! -*>.40

These results would seen to indicate that the relationships between

the Instruments and the criterion in sub-sample B were peculiar, to

say the least. The result was a reversal of factor loadings when a

cross-validation was attempted, A such larger ca iplc, on the order

of one thousand, night have tended to dissipate the sample peculi-

arity experienced in the present study*

Because of the problem© encountered with the sample in the

miltipis correlation analysis* it is impossible to evaluate the con-

tribution made, or not made, by the PIT to this kind of approach.

<>&!>£

XbL ssrsPAm si s&mim yj&i&W# E&X&t&d. sa. m&mMz MMsa ftiBass.'te

ai saU£g£ asMsyammi

The present writer, as one of the faculty teaching the students

who were subjects for this study, recalls being asked by many of them

for counsel on career and educational goals. One student comes to

mind as a possible example or explanation of some of the contradic-

tory results obtained, particularly in the multiple correlation.

The young lady in Question had an Otis IQ of 130. Her divorced mother

was a very successful secretary but bad cherished the Idea of being a

nurse all her Ufa. Since she could not achieve this goal in her

lifetie*, she packed her only daughter, & subject in this study, off

to Monroe Coesaunity College to become* a nurse. The daughter told the

present writer she detested nursing and outlined her feelings for

nursing in vivid detail. Her stated academic interests lay in the
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field of English Literature. Her grades in English were excellent

hut her overall first semester CPA was 1.0. The present writer is

unable to say how many cases similar to this could have been found

in this sample. The present writer counseled nursing students far

three years in the course of usual duties as a faculty member at

Monroe Comunity College. The clinical impression gained from

many of these students is that a significant minority had the apti-

tude , on paper, but lacked a clear-cut commitment to the career of

nursing. Frequently, these students appeared to be attempting to

please their respective families by enrolling in the nursing

curriculum.

It has been suggested to the present writer that the PIT should

be capable of measuring commitment as a personality variable. In

reflecting on this, the present writer has these thoughts)

Could not the word ’’cosaaitsumt," as used here, also be synony-

mous with the word “motivation?" The measurement or assessment of

motivation has always seemed a kind of statistical "Holy Grail" to

be pursued by psychologists without ouch success.

Another thought occurrs to the present writer, perhaps the

"cosaaited" college student has some characteristic pattern on the

PIT such that his behavior in college could be Inferred trace a PIT

profile. This would be analogous to certain inferences made firota

a profile on a person who has taken the MKPX. If the reader will

substitute the word "achiever” or "non-achiever” for the word

"comwi ted ,
*’ he will then have an approximate re-phrael&g of Hypothe-

sis 1 in this study. In this cease, a personality test, organised
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with the rationale of the PIT, should, in mom- way, tap commitment.

Other factors Apparently not sufficiently controlled nor dealt

with in this study should also be considered. The present writer

questions the adequacy of a criterion that Is a single semester's

grades. The single semester grade criterion involves several risks

which could spuriously lower academic prediction. Illness or finan-

cial reverses in the family of a subject, temporary shifts in the

physical and/or mental health of a subject during the semester or

tern, end capricious grading procedures by a small segment of the

faculty are all factors which could obscure observed results in this

kind of study. A design which called for data which matured over

two to three years would tend to see such factors cancelled out.

6. &A1UUB at muM at Study

At this point, the criticisms and observations of Joshua

Fishman should be considered (34). Fishman has pointed out (1) that

a study such as the present one places too much reliance cm

•'intellective" criteria, to use his term. (3) Hb points out that

designs involving “non-latellectlve" predictors have not done well

in the past. He suggests that the non-int*11active predictor has

not done vary well because we have yet to produce the "better

personality test," to use his words. (3) Fishman further observes

that high school grades and aptitude and Intelligence tests are

already saturated with non-Intellective factors, thus, personality

tests make little, if any, contribution to the prediction of aca-

demic success.

It would seem that Fishman is advocating a longitudinal, rather
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than croea-eectionfel , approach to assesslag the factors that make up

achleveaent* Another say of expressing this would be to refer to

the concept of immediate versus ultimate criteria. A criterion con-

sisting of one, or even several, semester's grades might be considered

an 1mediate criterion, whereas such factors as passing the state

board exams in nursing , being accorded honors and recognition by

fellow nurses, rising to higher levels of specialisation, achieving

administrative status, etc. night be some examples of ultimate cri-

teria. Fishman has effectively node a case for weighing diverse

kinds of criteria over a longer period of time. Roberts (33) and

Nichols (31) have attempted to do this. Fishman's observations must

stand as well taken criticisms of the present study.

As Flstaon has pointed out, our attempts to use personality tests

in predicting academic achievement have not been successful. His

suggestion that aptitude and intelligence tests are clouded with

non-lntellectlve factors is provocatives it remains an open and con-

troversial question. The present study sheds no light on this natter,

but the writer feels that it needs serious investigation.

Fishman concludes by proposing a moratorium on testing and pre-

diction until we can re-think the problem and develop better theoret-

ical formulations far our predictive studies. This is an appealing

idea but the present writer doubts it will come to pass, however.

The pressures ore building up to push us in quite the opposite direc-

tion. what is acre likely is that researchers will adapt Fishman's

hypotheses and proceed to test them. This is already being done in

the work of Roberts (33) and Nichols (31).
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It remain* for the present writer to criticise his own study.

This study should have been planned to include about three years to

execute. Three years would be a cdnisusa to allow the use, in the

criterion (or criteria), of all college grades connected with the

nursing training, the grade on the state board examination, and the

evaluation of each subject trade by the faculty teaching th clinical

nursing courses.

This study wus seriously hampered by the small sine of the

sample. A much larger sample (500 to 1 ,000 subjects) night have

avoided the problems encountered in the statistical analysis.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

BaUaaate.

This dissertation had, as its rationale, the belief that a

projective teat with objective scoring features (The Picture

identification Test ) could be used to Improve the procedures for

selecting college students. This projective test is baaed on the

theory of the Murray Meed-Press system (30). Murray states that

"needs" refers to the internal organization of values (i.e. likes,

dislikes, wishes, and motives) of the individual. "Press'1 refers to

a pattern of external pressures exerted by the environment.

The present writer held the opinion that a test based on such

a premise as that underlying the Pjc&Kft IjfcaU&SftUaR Jggi. (PIT)

would contribute vital missing elements to the prediction of aca-

demic success. Accordingly, two hypotheses were constructed to test

the ability of the PIT to add to the prediction of college achieve-

ment.

2M UOSStl8Mf!M

Hypothesis It Need-systems of achievers and non-achievers ore
unlike and these need-systems can be differen-
tiated by a projective test, the Picture

2sjeA*

Hypothesis lit The margin of error in the prediction of academic
achievement would be appreciably diminished by
adding non-intellectual factors such as those
contained in the &cj&r.e Tey.! and
the gvffvey of J&klM B3& Altitude* to a test
of scholastic aptitude and a conventional measure
of intelligence.

09
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The Design

The first semester Grade Point Average (CPA) was selected as

the dependent variable in this study.

Intelligence, as measured by the Otis I£ test} academic aptitude,

as measured by the College Qualification Tests : study habits, as

measured by the Brown and HoltJcman Survey of Study Habits and

Attitudes ; and elements of personality need-press as measured by

the Picture Identification Test , were chosen as the independent var-

iables and instruments, respectively.

The sample for testing Hypothesis I consisted of 193 female,

freshman nursing students at a two year community college in the

state of New York. The sample for testing Hypothesis II consisted

of 130 female, freshman nursing students from the sa»e community

college. All ISO cases in the sample for Hypothesis XI were included

in the 198 cases used to test Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis I was tested by the use of a critical ratio and a

cluster analysis methodology. Hypothesis II was tested by a mul-

tiple correlation and cross validation of the multiple correlation.

The procedure called for all subjects to be tested during the

Pali Orientation We k at Monroe Consaunity College, September, 1934.

Data gathering was not complete until November , 1904 to allow for

make-up testing. All testa, except the PIT were scored at Monroe

Community College. The PIT was scored at the Charles 1* Mix Memorial

Fund, Inc. , Americue, Georgia

Analysis of the data by a Similarity-Dissimilarity Ratio did not
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analysis method also failed to confirm the hypothesis. A post hoc

methodology did show support for Hypothesis I but the data were

considerably transposed and are not used here to support the hypoth-

esis. This post hoc analysis offered some theoretical support for

the validity of the Picture SA.ti.oS ISfil but the practical

value of the instrument and the technique is not clear.

Analysis of the data for Hypothesis II by a multiple correlation

technique failed to support the hypothesis. The sample proved to

contain peculiarities which would have obscured any result.

P.lmysjat-qa

Comparison of results in the present study, with results in

another kind of study with the PIT, which used the Similarity-

Dissimilarity Ratio and the Cluster Analysis techniques, raise ques-

tions as to whether the PIT is sensitive to educational differences

and is measuring these rather than personality differences. A

critical experiment to settle this issue needs to be executed.

Subsequent manipulation of the cluster profile data by a post

hoc analysis did Show the PIT apparently discriminating among

achievers and non-achievers. This was accomplished with the use of

rather transposed data. However, the post hoc analysis tended to

support the PIT on a theoretical basis.

The multiple correlation analyais of the data failed to support

Hypothesis 11. Serious problems were encountered concerning both the

criterion and the sample. Both were Judged to be Inadequate.
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With respect to the sample, factor loadings usually obtained

from a regression equation were reversed. The r* suit was cm ab-

normal shrinkage in the cross-validation. The multiple correlations

sere positive and significant but failed to be high enough to fulfill

the requirements of Hypothesis 11.

Individual cases were discussed with an eye to considering some

of the problems of tapping variables which seem to remain hidden from

view. The question was raised as to whether the PIT, or any other

personality test, could be considered to measure "commitment” or

"motivation.”

Fishman (34) was quoted as having proposed (a) the use of

ultimate, rather than Immediate , criteria (b) an investigation of our

{resent aptitude and intelligence instruments to see if they are not

already loaded with "non-intellectual" factors and are thereby con-

founding the use of "personality*’ tests in academic prediction (c) a

moratorium on testing for academic prediction until the theoretical

formulations can be more fully worked out.



APPENDIX A

Cluster Analysis Technique Employed in Study Entitled

Differences Between Prisoners and Trade School

Students on the Picture Identification Test

Lewis R. Lieberman and Jay L. Chambers

The Charles L. Mix Memorial Fund, Inc., Araericus, Georgia

The general objective of the cluster analysis is to group

together subjects whose scores are alike. In the particular study

for which the technique was devised, there were 100 subjects repre-

senting two groups of 50 each. Each group of SO was cluster

analysed separately. Within each group, a cluster was defined as

a collection of three or more Ss, all of whose scores were similar

to all of the others, with the additional condition that no S

could be in more than one cluster. Two Ss were considered to have

similar scores if some measure of relationship or similarity be-

tween them was below (or above) some cut-off point. In the present

study the measure of relationship was a score based on differences

and thus the smaller the score between a pair of Ss the more simi-

lar were their scores.

Each § received 07 scores on the PIT. On each of these scores,

a pair of §p can be compared and the difference In their scores

calculated. Since each of the scores was on an eight point 8tan-

73
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(Sard score scale , each difference could range from aero to seven.

The absolute sura of the 67 differences so calculated represented

the Sup D score between a pair of gs.

The Sum f> scores for each S with every other g in the entire

group of 100 g* was computed. For each of 100 Sa there were 99

such scores.. These 9900 scores represented each score twice, so

that there were really only 4550 unique Sya J) scores. From a fre-

quency distribution it was determined that the lowest ten percent

of these scores were below 120 which want taken as a cut-off point.

If any two gs had a S\£» D score of 119 or below, the two gs were

regarded as £i®iig£.

It should be pointed out that sine* only gs within the sane

group of 50 could belong to the same cluster a Sura D score of

119 or lees between subjects in different groups (prisoners and

students in the present study! were eliminated for purposes of the

analysis.

The specific procedure for isolating the cluster la illus-

trated in the worked example below. Xn general, the procedures

are as follows: (1) List for each g, all those gs with whom he is

similar (has Sjjra D score of less than 120) and choose for the possi-

ble ’center" of a cluster that g with the largest list. (2) From

the gs on the list of the chosen g, choose those which will make

the largest cluster. These gs represent a cluster. (3) Repeat

step (1) without the gs used in the cluster extracted.

J&aan&s.

In the example to be considered, there are nine gs, A through X*
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The Sue D scores for these £s are shown in the matrix below. Note

that the scores are entered only for gs considered to be similar

(scores of 119 or less). The diagonal is left blank: this is a

convenience since the diagonal scores (all zero by definition) are

of no Inport in the analysis.

TABLE A

Matrix of Sura D Scares for Nine Subjects
No. of

A B C D X T 0 H X scores

A 97 110 113 118 109 5

B 115 108 117 107 4

C 97 114 109 115 4

D 115 111 100 3

E 103 111 116 3

F 110 114 119 3

G 113 109 119 3

H 118 117 115 118 4

1 109 107 100 3

No. of

USSKSSl 8 4 4 3 3 3 3 4 3

For step (1) we can see that Subject A has the largest number of

scores in the matrix, ft* can therefore try to build the first cluster

around hiss. A handy way to do this is to make a smaller matrix in-

cluding just those Ss with whom A has a score of less than 120 and

using checkmarks or asterisks to indicate presence of such scores.
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*

*

*

TABLE B

Matrix for Subject A

C

*

a

*

*

F

*

*

G

*

*

*

H

*

*

l

aA

C

F

G

H

I

No* Of
gcoSM 5 4 3 3 2 1

We observe from this matrix that our best chance of getting

the largest cluster is to include A and C because C has the largest

number of similarities (second only to A who was chosen because he

No. of

!£££££

5

4

3

3

2

1

had the largest number of scores.) Applying the same rule, our

next choice would be either F or G (they each have 3 scores) or

better both F and G. Starting with F we have to test to see

whether C and F are similar (we know A and F are similar by the way

the matrix was constructed). We observe at the point where C and F

intersect there is an asterisk, so we know that at least A, C, and

F could be a cluster. Similarly for G we note that C and G are sim-

ilar (there Is an asterisk at the intersection of A and G in the

matrix). If there is an asterisk where F and G Intersect, then the

cluster would be A, C, F, and G. There is an asterisk there so our

first cluster is composed of A, C, F, and G. Wo may note that in

this particular case, it is not possible for either of the other 8s
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to be a member of the cluster. H has two asterisks and X has only

one, making it Impossible for either of these to join a cluster

which already has four members.

It should be noted that A, C, and H fora a cluster (there are

asterisks for AC, AH, and CH) , but the rule is to choose the largest

possible cluster, in this case A, C, F, and C.

Next, m would eliminate the subjects already chosen and pick

a possible ’’center'* for our next cluster. The subject who now has

the largest list of jis with similar scores is subject B. A matrix

tar B includes all the remaining Se and is reproduced below.

B

0

£

H

1

No. of

TABLE C

Matrix for Subject B

B

K

*

*

*

0

*

E

*

*

H

«

X

*

No. of
Scores

4

3

3

2

2

3

Our best candidates for a cluster here are B, D, and £. BD and

SB we know have asterisks (since the matrix was made for 8) and if D£

has an asterisk then B, D and E would represent a cluster. We see

that it does. Neither H near I can be added to this cluster, but wt

see that B, H. E and B, D, and 1, also represent possible clusters.

We thus have three possible clusters all of equal size

.
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RULE FOR CHOOSING BETWEEN CLUSTERS OF E<*JAL SIZE.

In the event that two or more clusters of equal else contain

souse common Ss, choose that cluster which has the smallest combined

Sum £ score. Referring back to the original table now, we sec that

for cluster B, D and E this sum would be; the Sum D of BD (115)

plus the Sura D of BE (108) plus the Sum £ of DE (111). The total

of these suras is 334. Similarly for B, H and E, the combined Sum £

scores are 117 + 108 4- 116 = 341. And for B, D and I tho combined

Sum D scores ere 115 * 107 + 100 a 322. The lowest combine-d score

goes with the last cluster (B, D and I) which would thus form

Cluster II.

This exhausts the clusters in the original group of nine Ss

since there are only two S* left and even if they had a Sum £ score

of less than 120, two £s are too small for a cluster, by definition.

Ties can arise in two places in the procedure outlined. (1)

There can be a tla in choosing the 5 which is to be the "center"

for a cluster. (2) There can be a tie in the combined Sura £ scores

for two clusters of equal size. In both the cases, we recommend

some chance procedure for making a selection. In actual practice

situation (2) has never arisen although situation (1) has and we

have made arbitrary selections. It would probably be better in

situation (1) to take each candidate in turn and examine the best

cluster of each candidate and choose among these by employing the

usual rules s choose the largest cluster, or, in cases of equal size

,

choose the cluster with the smallest combined Sum £ score.
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